Fall 2018 Workshops

Plagiarism, fake news, ARTstor, Kanopy, and Films on Demand!

Have a research project this semester? What about a campus or club event?

Learn how to avoid plagiarism to write better research papers and get better grades.

Our Fake VS. Real News workshop will increase your critical thinking skills and teach you to evaluate news resources.

Our Plagiarism Workshop will be held Weds. Sept. 26th from 12:30 to 1pm. Our Fake VS. Real News workshop will be held Mon., Oct. 1st from 12 to 1pm.

Did you know?

If you want to cite a sources that is quoted in another source (only do this if absolutely necessary), you would use what's called an indirect quote. In MLA it would look like this: Carpenter believes, "Horror’s always been the same. It’s flexible. It changes with societal changes" (qtd. in Bakare).
Fall 2018 Workshops con.

Doing a presentation that require high-quality images? Want to share groups of images with your students or classmates? Learn how at our How to Use ARTstor workshop!

Do you have a campus club or event coming up? Would you like to show documentaries or films as part of your class? The Library offers free access to two great film streaming databases, Kanopy and Films on Demand. Both these databases include public performance rights for all their films!

Kanopy and Films on Demand Workshop will be held Weds. Oct. 24th from 7 to 8pm. How to Use ARTstor will be on Thurs. Nov. 1st from 2:30 to 3:30pm

All workshop will in the Library Classroom, 9-312

Pro and Con Guide

Are you writing a research paper on a controversial issue or current event? Do you need pro and con arguments? Check out our Current Events and Social Issues (Pro and Con) Research Guide!

With this handy guide, you can find articles, books, documentaries, in-depth analysis, and more! Don’t forget to check out our many other research guides for any style of essay and help with citations!
Doing a biology paper and not sure where to start? Need help with anatomy? Want a (relatively) easy but still scientific explanation of black holes? The library database Access Science is a great resource for your science questions! With over 8,500 articles written by scientists and medical professionals for a lay audience Access Science is an excellent place to start your research.

### Kanopy Recommendations from Library Staff

**Anita, Speaking Truth to Power**

A really inspiring documentary about Professor Anita Hill’s 1991 Senate Hearing testimony about alleged sexual harassment she received from soon-to-be Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas.

Hill radiates dignity in the face of adversity. This film is nothing if not timely!

-Jessica Silver-Sharp (Librarian)

**Kedi: Cats of an Ancient City**

Kedi is about the kitties that run free through the photogenic streets of Istanbul. Their story is tightly intertwined with the history of the city, and instead of being seen as a nuisance, their presence is accepted and even embraced by most of its citizens. And while cats are definitely the main characters, there are a couple cool humans too. If you’re feline like a good documentary, check it out meow! -Paul Gaskins (Library Support Specialist)
September 23-29 is Banned Books Week!

What is your favorite banned book?

This ALA Notable Children’s Book, published in 2005, was challenged and labeled because it features a same-sex relationship.

This critically acclaimed, multi-generational novel was challenged and banned because it includes sexual violence and was thought to “lead to terrorism” and “promote Islam.”

This autobiographical picture book co-written by the 13-year-old protagonist was challenged because it addresses gender identity.

Challenged because it includes LGBT characters, drug use and profanity, and it was considered sexually explicit with mature themes.